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ABSTRACT
Changes in the Qatar era of the most important periods of the history of Iran. The history of
the land at this time was faced with a significant break. Break the traditional history of Iran
completed and entered into a new period of construction. The beginning of a new era of
European Nasser adding Shah Qatar had a total of three trips to Europe. The first foreign trip
in the year 1290 BC and at the invitation of the Austrian Emperor Francois Hz first to visit
the international exhibition Vine was done Nasser adding with a group of princes, courtiers
and Mira Hasan khan generalissimo of Russia to Europe and to Germany, Belgium, Britain,
France, Switzerland, Italy, Austria and the Ottoman Empire (Turkey) visited.
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INTRODUCTION
Travel Nasser edit Shah Qatar had started several reasons. Some of the country's efforts to reform his
entourage led them to think that they fall to the king of Western progress. For example, one of the initiatives
Mosher dole to align the king to reform his trip to Europe was king. Abdullah Exchequer in his book, Moshir-ol
Doleh motivation by stating that: "Moshir-ol Doleh to Europe with the intention of King takes the material and
spiritual progress of Europe, the impact of legislative power in the countries of this part of the world has been
made, to see and Rosalyn do not regret what has taken to implement it.
Motivation of travel:
Of course, this was not the only reason for traveling to Europe Shah. In the meantime, the Western
countries sought to travel to their countries Shah, a place of civilization and progress to kill him and take this
opportunity to get more points. It should not be a personal motive as well as luxury king neglected. Shah says
the reason for his visit as follows: "The purpose of traveling to Europe to improve the planning and development
issues, such as the army and munitions and Shaq etc. and is now in the future, and certainly necessary to
improve troops on their Dummy counts. During this period he also Nasser edit Shah Qatar personal motives
played a role. He wanted to win the friendship of England and from there to see the progressive civilization,
decided to personally travel to Europe. In addition to Europe's infantile curiosity. If we take a glimpse of the
results of the trip Nasser adding Europe, we must say that in the first and second trip to the little king urged to
continue reforms. Rail construction, in printing machines, consolidate friendly relations with Russia, Germany,
Austria, France, Austria and the formation of a military force in the style of Russian Cossack another way, the
results of the first and second Naseredin Shah Qatar journey, but a journey third, progress and reform drive
completely faded and the Europeans, especially the British monarch on the tour was a great privilege. During
the visit, Toolbox with information about the amount and how to trade tobacco products with the help and
agreement etemadsaltane Aminsoltan proposed dialogue and points of sale and export of tobacco from the Shah
of Iran. Only gains the trip to the country, giving many concessions that were given to foreigners. Reforms that
had begun before traveling to Europe encouraged. Shah was progressive in nature and wanted to make a series
of reforms in administration and his Chancellor (generalissimo) is also a man of progressive and new fans of
European civilization.
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Results Shah Trips:
Crowning its first trip to the construction of the railway in Iran. The shah back to Iran, Persian and Latin
letters a printing machine purchased and sent to Iran. In the second visit of the Iranian friendly relations with
Russia, Germany, Austria and France was greater strengthening of a weapons factory and the role of police in
urban security that has resulted in the purchase of arms and the formation of a military-style force of Austria and
another in a manner Kazakhstan, Russia and also in relation to the establishment of the police Department,
discussions took place. Shah third trip capitalists exploit the oil reserves of English preparations were prepared.
King with a wide variety of industries, ranging from war and Ghyrjngy huge balls to get to know small arms and
military purchase orders received from them. The travel Toolbox with information about the amount and how to
trade tobacco products with the help of Aminsoltan Atmadalstnh and agreed to discuss the proposal and points
of sale and export of tobacco from the Shah of Iran. Malcolm Khan also Vary lottery drawing on the
establishment of organizations in Iran and the income that could be derived from the state treasury and the
privilege to speak at length with King and King with the privilege to request agreed. Shah third trip mostly
hiking and recreation, and the only income that was awarded many privileges that were given to foreigners.
Shah a total of three trips to the West (Europe time) there. In his first trip abroad in 1290 BC and at the
invitation of the Austrian Emperor Francois Hz first to visit the international exhibition Vine was done. Shah,
who along with a group of princes, courtiers and Mirzahoseyn generalissimo of Russia to Europe and from
Germany, Belgium, Britain, France, Switzerland, Italy, Austria and the Ottoman Empire (Turkey) visited. But
what is in the eye of the viewer travels easily cost a lot of these trips were found. King's easygoing nature
demanded for his trip was fulls of dignity, so his laborer kitchen and pantry, the initiative and had the
opportunity to travel came here to complete. High cost of these trips a huge load on the shoulders of the people.
Money it depends on the national income resources such as customs administration was providing. Moshir-ol
Doleh and people like him will soon see the results of their trips to the West King "Shah trips to Europe and to
examine the state of governance in Europe, he has started to continue reforms that before traveling to Europe,
the urged. Although the first and second trip to Europe in order to acquaint him with the Shah West advances
and the desire of the king to reform, but the motivation was the third trip. The visit of the Shah's last trip abroad
Aminsoltan and coordination efforts, he was British. British visit of the Shah received high scores and he also
was submerged in the West and According to its own markets and boost trade and economic activities of the
British railway and tram warm compress and points, shipping Karun River, the establishment of the Imperial
Bank, highway Ahvaz to Tehran, lottery and handed them the energy and imagination perform basic raw
masterpiece.
The result:
It became apparent that the only way to travel to Europe Shah was the king's personal interests and no
outcome other than the imposition of rates and contracts on the shoulders of people Unhand disgraceful. The
rates of other adverse effects, and it was also great and more importantly, the presence of the foreign nationals
inside and outside Shah unprecedented opportunity to quickly communicate with each other. So concerned for
the kingdom's throne and holding soil in their country of external threats, it was natural that the objective of all
foreigners risky inevitable for social stability and political continuity is considered. Almost from the beginning
of the reign of King believed in appreciation to their nationals being able to learn the secrets of new technology,
and it is considered that it was intensifying. All his fascination with the West and with all the self-study of
consecutive hours reading boring text writers and geographers, as if his inner traditionalism people only saw the
artisan and tradesman work. People who can only work hard and do the profession fathers of the old Criteria
recant. King trips will not only change his view about reform, but King was suspicious to them. Impose a great
cost to travel on the shoulders of the people and the conclusion of contracts and concessions that Shah thought
the boom led to a wave of discontent among the population of the country was formed. In one of his poems
Shah Mira Aqua Khan Kerman is to blame. Shah also led expeditions to import more and export less to the
country. The influx of consumer goods and luxury markets soon of domestic industries be set aside and seize the
market, and a wave of disappointment in the country's manufacturing industry saw their match against foreign
goods. Russian and British governments will pressure the Shah of Iran's pro-poor and non-performance, and
also because of corruption and undermining the court, amendments to forget and even to be pessimistic This
pessimism has so much that not only did other European trips, but others banned it. He wrote to his opposition
to foreign trips saying that Iran's very bad for this kind of places open. If you do not stop after the ten thousand
ten thousand would go to Europe to see the bad effects will be too much.
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